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Laëtitia Danae

Book I 

(Novel)

"It is written about those of them [the jinn] who are evil:
"They have hearts with which they understand nothing.

They have eyes with which they do not see,
they have ears with which they do not hear".

Islam dictionnary, Tahar Gaïd, archipress.org



To mom, who always believed for the both of us



—————————————

Maddy's  Family
—————————————

Reign over Pretamia
Race : dagnir

Callahan Maddy : Sultan of Pret am ia 
PadMé Maddy : Sultana of Pretamia 

CalluM Maddy : Elder Prince
CaMeron Maddy : Second Prince 
Cayden Maddy : Youngest Prince  
Casey Maddy : Youngest Princess 



—————————————

Kaplang's Family
—————————————

Reign over the Bubble of Mydriav
Race : jinn

eskandar kaPlanG : Emir of Mydriav 
elil kaPlanG : Emira of Mydriav 

odeleen kaPlanG : Eldest Princesse  
rozenn kaPlanG : Second Princesse  
daire kaPlanG : Youngest Princesse 

—————————————

Sohan Family
—————————————

Reign over the Bubble of Brymeriel
Race : jinn

loCas sohan : Emir of Brymeriel 
ViVien sohan : Emira of Brymeriel 

ishMer sohan : Illegitimate son of Locas 
Sohan  karMin sohan : Legitimate Prince 

loula sohan : Legitimate Princess
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—————————————

Roya Family
—————————————

Reign over the Bubble of Saeed
Race : jinn

JahanGir roya : Emir of Saeed anahiTa 
roya : Emira of Saeed (deceased) 

CeCe roya : Elder Princess
aziliz roya : Youngest Princess

—————————————

Free Lands cast
—————————————

Nomads
Race : jinn
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Part 1 
Unattainable 

Jinn
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Chapter 1

—————————
ENTRENCHED ESCAPE

—————————
Does making djinns the slaves of our desires take 
away a part of our humanity? 

Zakaria al Nihel, 
Report on the Jinn Law Conference in Varda

I never asked to be born a jinn. 
To be like me is to live a life of uncertainty mixed with fear and 

fierce resentment. Discretion has become second nature to my people. 
And for what? To escape from vicious beings, greedy for what they can 
only obtain by force. Nothing else. People like me are peaceful and lead 
a simple existence in the Free Lands for centuries. For some of us, it's 
not wise to settle down for too long somewhere, but I've had the 
chance to live free from need and from the threat of the dagnirs. 
Coming from a sedentary Caste,  no real they are no real danger 
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lhanging over me and my fellow creatures as long as we don't stray far 
from the Bubble, this gigantic and protective tree that extends its 
branches high into the sky. Opening my eyes in the morning without 
having to wonder where I am, having a place to stay, a refuge worthy of 
the name, wandering around the Bubble without fearing that someone 
is spying on me or plotting to kidnap me. This is the life I lead. 

Alas, not everyone has my luck...
Jinns who are not affiliated with any caste are bound to flee for their 

safety. Large families regularly leave the camp and never make 
themselves comfortable for too long in the same place. 

For this reason alone, I have an implacable hatred for those who 
impose this way of life on them: the Facebloods, those outlaw djinn 
hunters. I would give anything for things to change. So that instead of 
running away, these djinns could be able to defend themselves.

"Are you awake?"
The face of Odeleen, my older sister, frames itself in the opening of 

my plant pavilion. I chase away my dark moods and compose myself a 
decided expression.

"Of course, I do. Who do you think I am?"
She beckons me to keep my voice down and peeks out from behind 

her shoulder to make sure the city sleeps soundly.
'Stop grumbling and get dressed, quickly.' 
I hasten to obey and pull on the sleeves of a shapeless coat that I 

tighten around my shoulders. 
My other sister, Daire, who shares my bed for the night, tends to 

wake up at the slightest crack of twigs. She raises her head, anxious.
'It’s time?'
Her voice is nothing more than a squeak as she is devoured by 

anxiety.
"Yes, we need to go, now," I confirm



We gather our things in the greatest of silences. I have difficulty to 
repress my feverishness and my fingers begin to tremble when I tie the 
cord of the bag around my waist. What I am about to do, I already 
regret.  
This morning, a change is going to happen, a change that has far-
reaching consequences. 
Dawn is not yet here, the three moons give off a light that does not 
manage to pierce the compact thickness of the branches, and the 
silence is broken by the insistent chirping of a flock of nocturnal birds. 
In a few hours, the wildflowers will open at the first light, plunging the 
Bubble under a mist of pollen. Father will call us, as he will want to tell 
us some unprecedented news. 
At this idea, my stomach contracts painfully. I don’t want to hear what 
he has to tell us, because I already know his decision. If he were to ask 
me, I would surely throw a tantrum, making the whole forest shudder. 
I’d rather run away for the rest of my life than comply with his request. 
Nothing will ever be the same again. One of the cogs in my world has 
jammed, my balance will soon collapse like a house of cards. 
‘Are you hesitating?’
I pretend not to hear Daire and start to stuff some things in my bag, 
but she is stubborn and repeats her question, louder this time. With a 
sigh, I turn around. 
‘Of course, I hesitate. But we don’t have a choice, I already told you.’
‘We could go and talk to Father,” she insists, with an unhappy look on 
her face. If we explained to him that this is not the solution, that… 
“Don’t torture yourself. They made their decision as they do every time. 
If we stay here, we’ll be the instruments of it. It’s as simple as that.” 
I hate hurting my little sister. When I see her shoulders slump and her 
lips quiver, all I want to do is hold her tight and tell her everything is 
going to be okay. Except that today, I am sure that nothing will work 
out. Nothing at all.  
“Yes, we have to leave now,” I confirm.



Odeleen waits for us a little further while chewing an eprel leaf. She 
straightens up when she sees us going out with our luggage. 

“You must be joking. We can't take all this with us, it's impossible.” 
She suddenly turns her head to the side, on the lookout. I didn't hear 

anything, but I can't help but imitate her, scared to death. 
“I put some provisions and some comfortable clothes in my bag,” I 

explain.
“And what's in there?" she asks, pointing at Daire's packs. She is 

swaying dangerously under the load of the bags. 
“My toilet and my most beautiful pairs of slippers. I did not see 

myself abandoning them...”
 The glance of her elder is enough to make her capitulate.
“Well, okay," she sighed, dropping her bags at her feet, right in the 

middle of the entrance.
“Where is your cane?” 
A long, plaintive whimper escapes her. 
“Come on, Odee, you know I won't need it, I'm terrible at fighting.”
Odeelen stay stoic, and orders while articulating carefully each 

syllable:
“Go get your cane.” 
The very downcast air, Daire obeys and rushes into the opening of 

our pavilion. She comes out a few seconds later, waving her weapon 
under our noses.
"There, are you happy?" 
We go down the steps that wind in the heart of the Bubble, 

bypassing the still smoldering fireflies that had warmed us the day 
before. We tiptoe down, instinctively avoiding the watchmen who stand 
guard, melting into the darkness. 

Embarrassed by the darkness, Daire stumbles several times, but 
Odeleen always catches her in time. As for me, I clench my jaws in 
apprehension. My heart is pounding like crazy in my chest. What we are 
about to do is almost beyond my strength. Almost. 
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After several minutes, my younger sister breathes out with tremors 
in her voice:

“When Father and Mother learn what we have done...” 
These few words sting my soul with the painful feeling of guilt. I 

imagine the sadness in the eyes of our parents. They will be so 
overwhelmed by our leaving...

And yet, I square my shoulders with determination. 
“They'll understand why we went to all this trouble. We're not going 

to
to let them rule our lives without protest. Father always advised us 

to do what we thought was right.” 
“No," Daire moans more forcefully this time. “You're taking these 

sentences out of context. He never told us to leave the Bubble before 
dawn to escape him. Never.” 

We stop and exchange a glance. There is a calming calm around us.  
“ He didn't raise us like that," Daire insists. “It's not fair to leave like 

thieves. Maybe he'll hear what we have to say. Let's give him a chance 
to explain. We'll talk about it over a nice, honeyed milk and some 
Turkish delight, as a family.” 

“Stop your whining.”
I didn't try to be snippy, but Daire swallows her sobs in a second, 

too stunned to protest. I can't let her instill doubt in our minds. To 
wimp out now would be to give up making our own choices. 

“Last night you agreed on this. We have to leave. No
not only for us, but also to preserve our people. It's just as hard for 

you as it is for me, you know. I feel like I'm betraying them, but what 
we do today, we will be thanked later. Do you understand?”

She nods, sniffing loudly. 
“Yes, I think so.” 
“Good.” 
We walk down the uneven steps carved into the bark of the Bubble. 

Our steps are muffled by the lichen that nibbles the wood.



Odeleen stops in front of a ladder that leads to the lower floors, 
then turns slowly to whisper: “It's still dark and the carpet pavilion is 
unguarded, at this time of day. If each of us manages to take hers, we’ll 
go much faster than on foot. When they notice we are gone, we will 
already far from the Bubble.

I think I hear a small creaking below, which increases my sense of 
urgency. I don't want to discuss my elder's suggestions in such a 
situation. I hasten to answer:

“It's okay, let's get the rugs and get out of here before we before we 
get caught.”

Daire complies without trying to protest. She shakes like a flower 
badly handled by the wind, all frail in her big travel coat. We go down 
the ladder and cross an artificial hole made of bark and branches. At 
each corner, we run along the trunk, our ears stretched out, before 
engaging ourselves on the slightly wobbly paths.

We finally reach the pavilion nestled in the hollow trunk of the 
Bubble. The darkness is total, and the turpentine fragrances are getting 
stronger. I have entered this room countless times, I know every 
corner. As a child, I liked to sit on the floor to observe the almost 
lascivious movements of the chained carpets, waiting to be unrolled to 
fly away.

To my right, I hear a rustle of fabric as Odeleen reaches into her 
pockets to pull out a small purse. A few seconds later, a handful of 
fireflies fly out of the purse and begin to around us, projecting their 
pale glow on the wooden partitions. The rugs shake their bangs on high 
shelves. I caress the thick fabric of the one that belongs to me and it 
languidly against my palm, like a cat with a big back. I don't have time 
to remove the metal eyelet which prevents it from taking flight that 
noises resound and freeze me to the marrow.

“The princesses have disappeared; I found some things scattered in 
front of the nest of one of them!”

Daire... Daire had left all her bags at the entrance before leaving! 
I silently curse myself.
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“They may have been kidnapped. Spread out around the Bubble 
immediately!”

The loudly declaimed order acts on the carpet like a stimulant. They 
stir on their display, lifting a few scattered leaves, until the walls and 
shelves shake. If we decide to release them now, they will be 
uncontrollable. A visceral stress surges down my spine. Without even 
consulting each other, Odeleen, Daire and I take off like the wind, 
abandoning the idea of escaping by air.

I throw myself into the void and barely catch myself on a branch. I 
swallow the distance that separates me from the solid ground, finding 
holds on fragile branches, daring anyone to do the same. The 
glowworm globes flutter above my head as silhouettes stand out in the 
semi-darkness. The Bubble awakens earlier than expected, and we are 
the cause.

Once I feel I can let myself fall without risking a fracture, I let go of 
the branch and land in a trill that makes the dead leaves fly on my path. 
I don’t think anymore, I am now running breathlessly, with the feeling 
that sharp crystals are tearing at my lungs.

My breath becomes ragged and wheezy. And my heart … my heart 
is already working its way through my ribs. In the haste, I almost forget 
to think about my sisters, and it is too late when I realize that our 
trajectories have completely deviated from each other. 

On my right, far away, Odeleen gallops between the trees with 
velocity. Her skin, which has become darker, blends remarkably well in 
the middle of the glow worms which brazen like small cold stars. 
Concentrated, I decide to do the same and go deeper into the forest. 

I don’t see Daire anywhere, but I hope with all my might that she 
has escaped our pursuers. We are sisters, we will always find each other, 
it is written deep inside us. 

In the distance, the watchers are following us. I can hear them 
organizing a hunt shouting orders at each other. The heart at the edge 
of the lips, I lengthen my strides. I run, exceeding my limits for what 
seems to me to be an eternity. 
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Then, without warning, I perceive a stride matching mine.
The step is not as quick as Daire's, nor as light as Odeleen's, so I am 

dealing with one of my pursuers. I don't have time to turn around when 
he tackles me to the ground. Carried away by the violence of the shock, 
I fall. Poisonous roots burn my cheekbones. 

A robust figure sits astride me and I swing my legs in all directions, 
screaming like someone possessed. My cane fell a little farther, I extend 
my arm in the hope to reach it.

“Let me go, I order you!” I yelp angrily.
“Roz, it's me. Stop squirming like a worm.”
The low voice is like a caress to my ear and I freeze, forbidden. As I 

squint, I can make out a mess of hair and a huge shiny, expressive look.
“Ishmer?”
“I didn't mean to scare you.”
He lifts his large body to give me some space. I absentmindedly paw 

at myself, making sure I haven't anything broken.
“You're crazy! You scared me to death!
“Sorry," he chuckles with a smirk.
Seeing him like this, sunny and benevolent, the situation seems 

almost unreal.
“I have to go, there's no time to lose.”
His smile turns into a grimace.
“Why did you do that? What possessed you to leave the Bubble like 

that, without at least one guard to escort you?”
“Didn't you understand that we weren't going for a walk to pick up 

mushrooms? We're leaving for good, Ishmer.”
With wobbly legs, I lean against the trunk of the nearest tree. This 

chase has drained me of my strength, the adrenaline has deserted my 
whole body. 

Ishmer looks at me, waiting for me to come to my senses. I open my 
mouth to speak. Not knowing how to formulate my story, I close it 
again. I would like to tell him and explain why I am doing all this, 
but time is running out, I must find my sisters.
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I'm afraid to put him unnecessarily at odds with my father. The less he 
knows, the more he'll be preserved afterwards. Not to mention that if 
he learns the truth, he'll do everything to make me forget this project, 
which borders on madness. I know him.
“Trust me and be content with what I am about to tell you. We must 
leave. My father is about to make a deal and if he does... that will be the 
end of the free jinn. We will be slaves to the dagnirs forever.” 
I turn around, about to pack up, but his fingers close around my wrist 
to stop me. His eyebrows are furrowed. He doesn't believe me, 
obviously. 
“Are you being melodramatic now? Don't exaggerate, it can't be that 
bad, can it?”
I shake my head. 
“You know very well that I love my father deeply. I would never hurt 
his feelings if I didn't have to.” 
Ishmer releases me, then crosses his arms over his chest, stung by 
curiosity. 
“Explain to me what happened. And then I promise to let you go.” 
“I don't have time to make small talk,” I growl. “I don't know where 
the girls are and we need to get away from the Bubble. Forget you saw 
us and go back to bed, Ishmer. This story do not concern you.”
My friend remains impassive and blocks my way. I quickly evaluate my 
chances of escape, then with a sigh, I finally give up: 
“Fine, I'll tell you everything. But let's get out of here as fast as we can 
and go find my sisters.”



Chapiter 2

—————————
ANCIENT ALLIANCE    

—————————
The ascent of the Maddy Caste in the Free Lands has always been an event. 
Magnanimous, they tolerate every creature that comes to walk on their soil. They 
rules with firmness and above all a great sense of justice. 

The legend of the Maddy kings,
Great Library of Pretamia

The night was still mild and the fireflies were crackling happily in the of the Bubble. 
In front of me, Odeleen's irises sparkled with amusement.
“This is ridiculous," she defended herself, modestly. “You're imagining things.”
I couldn't help but giggle behind my hand.
“Well, let's see. As if you had not noticed at which point it devoured you with his 
eyes.”
My sister coughed to suppress a discreet laugh. She wasn't very used to venting and I 
doubted that things would be different tonight.

r
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Karmin Sohan, the prince of Brymeriel, had arrived in the evening and had not 
stopped glaring at her. All the young djinns of marriageable age were hot on his 
heels, but he only had eyes for my sister. I suspected that Odeleen was not insensitive 
to his many charms, even though she played indifferent. 

Rumors had it that our father and the emir of Brymeriel were considering a 
lasting alliance between our two families. Tying his fluid to another's proved to be the 
only way to make a pact of this magnitude. In other words: marriage. 

The attraction between Karmin and Odeleen could facilitate the transaction, but 
the fact that their union was arranged made me gag. And if I wasn't happy about 
the idea of not being able to choose the father of my future children, Odeleen was even 
more reluctant. 

“I don't care at all," she said, pretending to be angry. “Just because I'm a 
princess doesn't mean I have to get married.” 

This time, I laughed out loud. 
“That's right. Your whole face is turning into a forest fire. You are my sister, I 

remind you, I know exactly what you are thinking.” 
She ruffled my hair in response, and I pushed her away, giggling even more. 
“Father would never dare to force me to be tied to someone I don't love. Karmin 

and I have known each other forever, but that doesn't make us lovers. Then let's be 
honest, the Jinn Emirates are not the most... refined place. We may be princes and 
princesses, but we all live in the mud.” 

To back up her words, she pointed to our worm-eaten bubble, that wall of 
colorful vegetation. My father was one of the few djinns who was unhindered, which 
meant that he could use his gifts as he wished. When he touched the ground, the roots 
came out of the bowels of the earth and turned into graceful reeds. These intertwined 
with each other, building beautiful, weather-resistant dwellings. This was how he 
created the Bubble, a tree as tall as a mountain, which dominated the forest with its 
unfathomable eye. Although the architecture of our shelters was pleasing to the eye, it 
was still modest. 
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Other families had made a different choice, that of raising the bivouac to leave 
towards more remote areas. Our region was invaded by the woods, offering us hiding 
places to escape from the Faceless and the too curious dagnirs.

Seeing that I said nothing, Odeleen continued in a softer tone:
“Don't you agree? The dagnirs all live in castles as solid as rock. Our emirs 

spend their lives in hiding, among the wild animals. It's a bit unfair, when you think 
about it...”

“If I follow your reasoning, you'd like to marry a dagnir so that he'd take you 
out from your condition.”

I received an angry and vaguely hurt look.
“I'm not that superficial! If we have to be constantly careful, it's because of the 

dagnirs. So no thanks, I don't want to marry my tormentors.”
I nodded my head appreciatively. Her opinion on the matter was the same as 

mine. I didn't like this unstable life at all and I didn't wish it on anyone. 
Unfortunately, there was no alternative for people like us.

“Anyway, it will never happen,” I assured myself. “The Sohans are 
untouchables, Father won't let this chance pass.”

 My statement plunged us into a pensive silence. I looked down at my arm. The 
glow of the fireflies made surreal reflections dance on my skin. It was instantly 
adaptable, its coloring shifting from soft purple to orange. My fingers looked like 
poppy buttons. 

On the back of my hand, between the thumb and the index finger, my hindrance 
was wriggling like a snake. I followed its pattern with my nail. As soon as I came 
into contact with it, a knot formed in my entrails and a painful tugging twisted my 
stomach, as if ice picks were lacerating my flesh.

Father said that this sensation was caused by my power struggling against the 
hindrance. That was why I avoided touching it. I felt as if I had been branded with a 
hot iron and that the pain I felt would never completely go away.

When I heard footsteps, I looked up absentmindedly, expecting to see some djinns 
taking over their turn at guard duty. At the entrance to Father's nest, several 
silhouettes were exchanging brief confidences in their ears. From afar, I could make 
out the embroidered cloak of Locas Sohan, emir of Brymeriel and father of Karmin.

“What's he doing here?" Odeleen whispered, wrinkling her nose in concern.
I shrugged my shoulders in response.
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“Let's get closer," she said as she slowly sat up.
A small voice whispered to me that this was a very bad idea. We weren't allowed 

to attend our father's interviews. That said, I followed my sister's lead without 
flinching. She had this natural ability to cast her shadow over everyone, so much so 
that people followed her without thinking. Father called it charisma.

“Did you send for me, my friend?”
Through the mesh of the reeds, Odeleen and I could make out the flashes of light 

sent back from the firefly torches. They adorned our father's skin with delicate 
iridescent reflections. His face was all the more striking.

He, usually warm and friendly, let out a reply that liquefied me
“Locas, I received a letter from Pretamia.”
To my left, Odeleen straightened up slightly and looked at me in the eyes. We 

shared the same confusion. The Pretamia peninsula was occupied by the Dagnirs, 
our enemies by nature. The emir of Brymeriel seemed equally surprised. He cleared 
his throat several times.

“Wha... what? Pretamia, are you sure? What do they want from you? It's not 
like them at all.”

Father simply handed him a parchment with a seal on it that I couldn't make 
out from where I was standing. Locas unrolled it, shaking slightly, and read it for a 
long time. I held my breath.

His brow furrowed more and more as he neared the end. When he looked up 
from the letter, his eyelid was twitching.

“I can't believe it.”
With pursed lips, Father tucked the parchment into one of his pockets before 

taking his head in his hands. It didn't seem right. Not good at all.
“Don't tell me you're going to accept! It's... it's just terrible, what he's forcing you 

to do. W... we'll find a way around. Besides, Karmin and Odeleen seemed to get 
along so well!”

Father wasn't budging. Brymeriel's emir was still mumbling, imploring accents in 
his voice:

“This is crazy. Or maybe we're being played. I think that's something that's 
never been considered in the history of the djinns. If you ask me, it's not natural."



“Don't say that," my father finally replied, running a hand over his cheek to 
scratch the shadow of a beard that was eating his face. “Of course it's something that 
is done. In Amadeus, it has become a common practice.”

“In Amadeus, they are all savages who can't string two words together”
“Locas...”
“No, Eskandar. We are friends and I can't let you make a mistake like that 

without warning you first. For centuries, our families have united to perpetuate the 
line of the Untouchables. This is our only chance to escape the grip of the dagnirs. By 
being untouchable, they cannot access our fluid, our magic.”

“I know," sighed my father.
“Then explain to me why - why! - you hesitate. Send him a message back 

advising him to stop taking you for a fool! It's ridiculous...”
The emir of Brymeriel was known for his temper, but I had never seen him lose it 

like that.
Father, ever stoic, crossed and uncrossed his hands front of him. He seemed to be 

deep in thought.
“I hesitate for a reason," he said, carefully articulating each word. “In his letter, 

as you may have noticed, Callahan Maddy offers me three choices. I can decide not to 
accede to his request, and we will go to war. You know as well as I do that a war 
would mean the end of Kaplang Caste. We would be nothing more than a memory 
immortalized in a few dusty books. I can also send my daughters, and...

“This is madness," Locas cut in harshly.“Odeleen was promised to my son. My 
son!”

“I haven't forgotten that," whispered Father.
“Obviously you have, since you plan to marry her to a dagnir.”
Beside me, Odeleen's breathing stopped. I could already feel tears welling up in 

my eyes.
I hoped I had misheard, misunderstood. But it seemed that my father's approach 

was crystal clear.
“Callahan Maddy explained that a council would meet to arrange interviews of 

our respective children so that they can get to know each other. He makes it clear 
that if none of his sons are suitable for my daughters, he will understand.”
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“He'll understand," laughed Locas. “He'll understand! Don't be naive, 
Eskandar. Maddy will lock up your children and bleed them until they have not a 
drop of fluid left!” 

“They are untouchable, like us,” replied Father. “He can puncture them all he 
wants, he'll never get any fluid.”

Brymeriel's emir began pacing back and forth, his long gray braid flapping 
against his hips. 

“They may be untouchable, but they are young and ingenuous. Your little one 
there... Daire! All it takes is a little too much talking for her to pass out. How long 
do you think it will take her to give up what makes her a djinn? If you serve them 
up on a silver platter, your daughters will become the slaves and pantry of Sultan 
Maddy!”
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Chapter 3

—————————
bREAKING THE CHAINS

—————————
Today I received my hindrance. I don't yet have the words to describe the pain it has 
caused me, but I think it will haunt me for years to come. The Dagnirs have 
branded me like cattle and will now be able to use my powers without my consent. If 
I was ever naive enough to believe that my unborn children would be able to enjoy 
their magic, I was sadly mistaken. One of the apprentice Artisans told me that the 
hindrance was transmitted by blood. Our people have been enslaved for good.

Logbook of Qamar Badr

The clearing in which we found refuge is luxuriant, devoured by 
moss. The dew beads along the leaves above our heads, before dripping 
around us to land in translucent puddles.The glow of the moons gives 
us an immaterial look. I can't identify the expression Ishmer is wearing, 
but I feel that the news has upset him.



The clearing in which we found refuge is luxuriant, devoured by 
moss. The dew beads along the leaves above our heads, before dripping 
around us to land in translucent puddles.The glow of the moons gives 
us an immaterial look. I can't identify the expression Ishmer is wearing, 
but I feel that the news has upset him.

He is the son of the emir of Brymeriel, half-brother of Karmin and 
of the young Loula; he too is an Untouchable. He would have 
irrevocably to marry one of us in order to perpetuate the lineage of his 
family line. Obviously, my father has decided otherwise, breaking 
centuries of tradition. For the first time in our history, he chose to unite 
his daughters with the vile race of dagnirs.

“Perhaps you heard wrong..." murmured my friend.
These few words, pronounced with a cracked voice, bring tears in 

my eyes. I swallow them discreetly and explain in a monotone tone
“On the contrary, it was clear as day. My father has decided to sell 

me and my sisters to Callahan Maddy. If he gets his hands on us, 
everything will be over.”

Ishmer blinks under the weight of my gaze. I feel like he'd like to say 
something, but he's holding back with all his might.

“If you don't go, he will declare war on the djinns.”
“If we go, he will have control over the fluid of our people," I say.
I answer in a matter-of-fact way. He frowns, still undecided.
“Can you let me go now?” I insist forcefully. “You promised me I 

could go.”
“I'm coming with you.”
“What?”
I spoke a little too loudly. I put my ear to the ground to make sure 

that no watchman is approaching. Ishmer doesn't give up, unperturbed:
“I want to go with you. You are princesses, you need an escort.” 
I want to laugh at him, because I know that he is fond of all kinds of 

jokes. He doesn't really have much of a military education. Thin as a 
rod and taller than average, Ishmer handles the cane like a Beauty 
handles a parchment pen. He is much more interested in tinkering than 
in dueling. If I needed an escort, he certainly wouldn't be my first 
choice.

From his determined pout, I realize that he is very serious and 
genuinely willing to help us. Anxious not to offend him, I answer:
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“If we get caught, it will be a disaster. By coming with us, you will 
throw dishonor on your Caste.”

He grabs my hand and squeezes it tenderly.
“Then you don't understand?”
“What don't I understand?”
“Roz, things are very clear to me. As far back as I can remember, I 

have always been your friend. It's my duty to look after you.”
My throat closes.
“I know.”
“You can't leave me behind. You're risking your life, the three of 

you.”
I smile weakly at him and he pulls me in his arms. I inhale deeply 

against his skin, drawing immeasurable strength from the embrace.
“The Maddy Princes will never catch you,” he assures me gently.
The cackling of a black-billed snapper breaks the quiet of the forest. 

I distractedly listen spouting a string of insanities without getting close 
to it. My friend and I make our way through the humus, holding hands.

“Can you feel them?" he asks me.
I answer with a little grunt. No, I don't feel my sisters. It is an 

ancient magic that even if we are lost, our paths always end up crossing 
again. That's the way it is. So, I walk aimlessly, because I know I'll run 
into one of them.

And it doesn't fail. After an infinite time during which we apply 
ourselves to get as far away as possible from the Bubble, a light 
whispering coming from the north reaches me.

“Did you hear that?”
He nods without saying a word.
A few seconds later, Odeleen and Daire appear, running down a 

slope covered with dead leaves.
“Finally, you're here!" my oldest daughter greets me with relief.
Her stockings are stained with dirt, but she seems to be in great 

shape. Her mouth takes a severe fold when she gages the one who 
accompanies me.

“What is he doing here?”
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“What a pleasure to see you so happy that I'm here!” said the 
interested party.

“He wants to come and I said yes.”
Unlike Odeleen, Daire gives him a bright smile.
“Hi, Ishmer. Glad to know you on our side.”
Her face is smeared with sap and branches are tangled in her hair. 

She's usually so dressed up, but today, she is not looking good.
We decide to rest a few hours at the bottom of a small natural cave 

surrounded by giant dandelions. The suns finally emerges and a light 
drizzle brings a touch of freshness, making the scents that emanate 
from the vegetation.

Daire and I hug Ishmer. I close my eyelids resolutely, chasing 
father's image from my mind. The idea of disappointing him haunts me 
and I guess he must be out of his mind right now.

We left without warning and without even leaving him a word to 
explain our actions.

“Let's not take too long to leave,” Odeleen advises us, her eyes alert.
She preferred to stay at the entrance of the cave and leaned against 

the stone, twirling her cane between her fingers.
“Have you thought about where you'll hide?" asked Ishmer. 

“Because to want to escape your father is not enough, we also have to 
find a quiet place to hide where no one will find us.”

Odeleen is confused for a moment. The truth is our plan didn’t go 
very far. Escaping from Father's watchers seemed perilous enough as it 
was. The only thing we agreed on was that there was no question of 
being united with dagnirs, princes or not.

Faced with our silence, my friend sighed loudly.
“It would have surprised me. But I thought about it.”
Daire stands up and studies him with his big curious eyes.
“What is your idea?”
“Amadeus”
“Don't talk nonsense, Ishmer," protests Odeleen, frowning.
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“We would be completely crazy to go there. Besides…” 
She pauses, searching for words. “Amadeus, where the night never 

ends… The dagnirs and the djinns are living together there. It is even 
claimed that they marry each other. It is also a den of brigands, a cut-
throat, a ground that one treads while taking the risk of not coming 
back. There is a lot of chaos in these places. I never wanted to check 
if the rumors were true.”

“This is the only place where no one will think of looking for you. 
And even if they did, they’d never find you.”

I think for a moment about what he has just said. I don’t like the 
idea any more than Odeleen does, but do we have a choice?

Finally, my sister decides that we shouldn’t make any decisions in a 
hurry and the silence falls again. I watch the forest slowly awaken and 
concentrate on Ishmael’s thumb, which makes concentric circles 
along my shoulder.

When I raise my head, Daire has fallen deeply asleep, her face 
nestled against my friend’s chest. Too agitated to abandon myself to 
sleep, I join Odeleen. The hard line of her lips betrays her inner 
debate. Apart from this tic, nothing shows how upset she is deep 
down. Odeleen is like that.

If Sultan Maddy is thinking of having us join his family, it’s 
because we have powerful magic in our blood. We are Untouchables 
and Morphs. Our strength lies in our emotions, and these emotions 
continually betray us. Just take a look at Daire and her beautiful 
indigo skin, a sign that she is sleeping peacefully.

Odeleen, more inclined to conceal her feelings, barely lets on to be 
guessed. Her matte complexion remains unchanged in all 
circumstances.

“We behaved like the last of the brats,” she says calmly, without 
looking at me. “There is no doubt about it. We left the camp without 
any preparation, with the sole aim of escaping three arranged 
marriages.”

My sister sighs, and suddenly I am filled with curiosity.
“Are you missing Karmin?”
My question seems to exasperate her. She lets out a joyless laugh.
“Karmin? Is this a joke?”



“Oh, don’t be the one who doesn’t understand. You know what I 
mean.”

“Look, Rozenn, marriage is the last thing I want, whether it’s to a 
Dagnir prince or a djinn. Raising children in a world like ours doesn’t 
appeal to me at all. What would we have to offer to our children, huh? 
A life of escape and fear!”

“We are untouchable,” I say. “The dagnirs can't bleed us.”
This time her eyes lock with mine. The gravity that pierces them 

shakes me to the core.
“So what? Being untouchable is a strength, it is undeniable, but the 

spirit is such a fragile, brittle matter. They could break us like simple 
eggshells.”

I ponder her words for a long time. I was hoping for a light 
conversation about Karmin Sohan, I was sorely mistaken. Odeleen has 
never been in love with him or anyone else. She refuses to do so.

“What kind of life are we going to lead, then?”
I feel panic creeping over me. I would like to be with Father and 

Mother, to find the Bubble and my bearings. Life on the run is not for 
me. Odeleen answers me with a voice from beyond the grave:

“Let’s start by breaking our chains. The rest will wait.”
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Chapter 4

—————————
bEAUTIES OF ChaheM

—————————
GHOULS (or Beauties): creatures that inhabit the lands around Chahem.
They spend their days digging in the earth of the pits, looking for corpses and 
putrid flesh.
Rumors say that their abilities are very random, but everyone agrees that their
strength is phenomenal and that one should stay away from their territory.
. 

Encyclopedia of Tales and Mysteries in the Free Lands

Nous avons marché sans but pendant deux jours, nous contentant 
de quelques baies et de l’eau des sources. Durant ces deux jours, pas un 
village ne s’est dessiné à l’horizon. 

Quant à moi, je suis passée par tous les états d’esprit. Entre espoir et 
lassitude, j’ai imaginé de toutes mes forces la vie que je pourrais avoir en 
Amadée. 
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We walked aimlessly for two days, content with a few berries and 
water from the springs. During these two days, not a village appeared on 
the horizon. As for me, I went through all states of mind. Between hope 
and weariness, I imagined with all my strength the life that I could have in 
Amadeus.

Daire cried several times, stammering that he missed Father and 
Mother terribly. As a good protector, Ishmer watches over her and 
whispers words of encouragement. He also wipes away her tears when 
she gets a wave of nostalgia.

And Odeleen… Odeleen doesn’t let anything show, as usual. If I 
didn’t know her so well, I’d swear she knew everything was under control. 
But the reality is different. She is as lost as we are and struggles to put one 
foot in front of the other.

The half-light settles when we decide to make a halt. For several 
minutes, a nauseating smell appeared, far from the sweet perfume of the 
giant flowers. It is impossible for us to guess its origin. 

I put down my bag and plant my cane at my side. I am not sure I will 
be able to sleep in this

unbreathable atmosphere. Odeleen crouches down and takes out some 
fruit that she kindly gives us. I feel her on edge, but as always, she doesn’t 
want to show us anything and behaves like the big sister she has always 
been. I bite into the flesh of the fruits, trying to forget that this is all I’ve 
been eating for two days.

“No thanks, “my youngest daughter declines, pushing Ishmer’s hand 
away. “I won’t be able to swallow anything with this stench.” She 
accompanies her reply with a disgusted wrinkle of the nose. My friend 
shrugs indifferently and gobbles up his portion in a few seconds.

“Eventually, you don’t smell anything.” Daire sighs, skeptical. “I’m 
worried. It smells a bit like…” She pauses, her eyes looking vaguely to the 
horizon. 

“Death,” Odeleen concludes, unperturbed. “It smells like death.”
I can’t hold back a shiver of apprehension. My eldest has put into 

words something that was bothering me. Yes, the forest is full of the 
smell of death and decaying corpses. Yet, all around us, there is only 
greenery and trees with tops as high as the towers of a castle.

We finally fall asleep on the ground, for lack of having found a shelter 
in the area. Curled up against Odeleen and Daire, I forget the morbid 
exhalations and I let myself be carried by a welcome sleep.



A cracking sound followed by a strange yelp woke me up 
immediately. I jump on my legs, ready to warn the others any minute.

Friction.
Gurgling.
Sighing.
And that foul smell that lingers, making the atmosphere sticky. With 

my mind still a little foggy, I reach out and my palm closes on the cane 
still planted in the ground. Without really knowing why, I move away 
from the group to follow the noises that break the silence of the forest. 
I don’t go very far. Under the cover of the trees, a silhouette is 
crouching among the dead leaves. From where I am standing, I have 
the impression that it is digging a hole with the strength of its hands. 
Her borborygms become unhappy, as if it was crying.

Once at its height, I whisper: “Who are you?”
As if in a nightmare, the shadow suddenly raises its head and the and 

the glow of the full moons sends me back a face framed by raven black 
hair. It is impossible… This face, it is mine! Pushing a shrill cry, I try to 
turn back, but my boot is caught in a tangle of gnarled roots. I sprawl 
out of my whole body. The creature approaches me, looking curious. 
Its body, hidden by a worn cloak moves with ease, and its face—my 
face—is alarmingly pale. What is this new prank?

With eagerness, I retreat on my buttocks as quickly as possible, but 
the figure follows me without haste. I don’t know where I am or what I 
have to do. What matters is to escape from my double.

In the middle of the wet earth and the weeds, my hand meets a soft 
and slippery thing. A primitive instinct pushes me to lower my eyes and 
I almost faint. Rows of guts covered with a slimy viscous liquid. The 
shock prevents me from screaming.

The creature is getting closer and closer and in a last gasp of good 
sense, I grab my cane, swing my arm up and brings it down on its nose. 
It yelps and takes a step backwards, more surprised than hurt. I take the 
opportunity to stand up and catch myself just as my foot skids against 
something I can’t make out.
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My duplicate comes back to the charge, unloading its foul breath on 
me, and I am ready this time. I crush my cane where its stomach should 
be, forcing it to bend to avoid the assault. I then push it right into its 
plexus. It is hardly if it seems shaken by the attack. I begin to despair. I 
am used to fighting with a cane, but not against an opponent who 
absorbed without pain my hits.

“Rozenn!”
Surely alerted by the borborygms of the monster, Odeleen, Ishmer 

and Daire appear, disheveled and tired looking. I pray inwardly that 
they are not an illusion of my panicked mind. It’s disturbing enough to 
face myself; it would be just as disturbing to be attacked by monsters 
that had taken on the appearance of my loved ones.

Odeleen plants the end of her cane in the back of the creature, 
having its full attention now.

“Run, Roz, “she orders me. “Get safe.”
“No way!” I protest.
The creature turns to my sister. Surprise is painted on its features.
“What the…”
Daire and Ishmer, who are standing behind Odeleen, seem equally 

stunned.
“But … it’s me!” shouts the latter.
I walk around the creature to see its face from the same angle as my 

friend. I still have the impression to be in front of my duplicate. 
Without more waiting, Odeleen rushes, brandished her weapon. The 
creature dodges skillfully its first blow then melts on her in some steps.

A fraction of a second later, my sister lets out a grunt as she hits the 
ground with force. With both hands, she places her cane across the 
monster’s throat to keep it at bay. Ishmer intervenes by striking the 
back of its skull. It is no use; the monster barely reacts.

Suddenly, out of nowhere, large roots as thick as arms emerge from 
the ground and attach themselves to the body of the creature. The 
creature tries to resist, but the lianas wrap themselves around its neck, 
its ankles, and its hands, hindering it for good. It continues to agitate 
vainly by pushing awful screams.

Carefully, Odeleen gets out of its embrace and straightens up. Her 
knees are shaking so much that they clash.

“What was that thing? And what the…”
“I think you’ve had your fill of adventures for the next years.”
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Around us, dozens of djinns spread out, looking solemn. At the 
height of the embarrassment, I see my father approaching with a light 
step, the hands in his back. 

“Father…” Daire murmurs. 
Bursting into tears, she throws herself at his neck and hugs him with 

all her strength. My father returns her embrace and puts an affectionate 
kiss in her hair. 

More reserved, Odeleen and I take a few steps in his direction, 
keeping a reasonable distance. I’m not as expansive as my youngest but 
seeing him fills me with a contradictory joy. His silhouette in the 
darkness is so reassuring…

Behind us, the beast continues to struggle against its bonds like a 
fury. 

“You have lost your mind,” Father scolds us. “This part of the 
forest is dangerous, and you are in the very heart of Chahem. Didn’t I 
ever teach you to rely on the constellations to orient yourself? I thought 
you were resourceful, but you’ve just proved to me that you’re still just 
children who don’t look beyond the end of your noses!” 

I am speechless. My mind stopped listening as soon as he said the 
word “Chahem”. This ghost town that no one ever finds because it is 
constantly moving. One day it may settle in the north of the Free 
Lands, and the next in the west. Legends say that one of the first 
Maddy sultans used to dispose of the corpses of punctured djinns in a 
pit in the heart of Chahem. Abominable beings would have 
appropriated the place, feeding on the decomposed flesh, and burying 
the remains in the ground for the next feast. My memory awakens. I see 
the creature digging in the ground, the guts I slipped on…

“The Beauties of Chahem…” I murmur, my limbs frozen with fear.
A very nice name for the ghouls. My gaze rests on the beast that 

continues to fight against the hold of the roots. Shame invades me.
“That's right," my father agreed sternly. “A Beauty of Chahem. It's a 

good thing we found you before it did any more damage. A few strokes 
of the cane wouldn't have done much good to a monstrosity like that.” 

Odeleen sniffs discreetly. I can tell she's holding back tears as best 
she can.
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“I am sorry, Father. The idea of running away was mine.”
I was about to protest, but my sister stuck her heel in my foot, which 

my father can't see because of the darkness.
“And why is that?”
“I heard your conversation with Locas Sohan. I thought it will be 

better to slip away than to consider a union with our enemies.”
Around us, the other djinn exchanges a few whispers. Apparently, 

the news of a forthcoming wedding was still a secret.
Father gages her for a long time without saying anything, then finally 

opens his arms.
“Come here, my dears.”
As if they were waiting for this signal, my legs start to move, and I 

let myself go against my father. I feel the presence of Odeleen and 
Daire around me. For the first time in days, I feel confident, I am 
perfectly safe.
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Chapter 5

—————————
MaGiC AND Fluid

—————————
Drinking the fluid of a djinn is as delectable as drinking a divine 
nectar. In the space of a few hours, a few days, a few months
we too become gods.

Raania Az Malala, 
Noble of Pretamia

“I was very afraid, girls," Father told us in a stern voice. “It was 
imprudent and above all unworthy of yourselves to leave in this way. 
Your mother is out of her mind.”

I bite my lip, overwhelmed by conflicting emotions. If I am happy to 
see him, the problem remains, and his admonitions only fuel my 
resentment.

Odeleen tries to calm things down:
“I apologize for the scare. Only, we'll have to have a serious 

discussion about this proposal that Sultan Maddy made to you. You are 
playing with our lives...”



His voice takes on a desperate accent and echoes my own anxieties. 
Father leads us towards a muddy path, far from his escort. We follow 
him without reluctance.

“I should have told you about this as soon as I received the 
invitation,” he says, “but that doesn’t excuse your flight, far from it. 
Your mother and I had planned to explain to you the reasons for our 
choice.”

“You’ve already made up your mind…” Odeleen realizes, a hand 
over her mouth.

Father steps back, his head turned to the side in a distant attitude. 
His marked profile stands out in the darkness.

“This is not the time or the place to discuss it. Let’s go back to the 
Bubble.”

With a heavy heart, we return to the other djinns. I feel like a little 
girl who finds herself brought into the world of the adults. Father turns 
to a fleeing Ishmer. Until now, my friend has been trying not to be 
noticed by keeping a low profile.

“We’ll have to talk too, young man. Your complicity in this affair is 
not negligible.”

Ishmer slightly flushes.
“I understand…”
One of the djinns brings me a carpet embroidered with gold threads 

on which I settle down without loosening the teeth. A few moments 
later, we leave the ground in a formidable jumble. The carpet undulates 
slightly, letting the air filter between its bangs. A wind of altitude nails 
my ears, but I can still hear my father say:

“When I say that you acted on a whim, I am weighing my words. 
What an idea to flee the Bubble on foot, without a map or compass!”

“We did think of taking the flying carpets,” squeaks Daire who has 
planted his nails in the silver knots. “Alas, your men spotted us before 
we had the chance to take them.”

Her repartee is quite fragile, and I do not try to outbid her. Father is 
right, we were naive, and we could have paid a high price for that 
tonight. 
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If he had not appeared in time to get us out of this situation, the 
Beauty would have left behind only our bodies buried in the ground. 
This reflection makes me feel a new surge of anger. Now it's me and 
my stupidity that I'm angry at.

“Your status doesn't exempt you from being clever," he replies, 
uncompromisingly. “If you'd run into the Facebloods, who knows what 
would have happened to you?” 

“For all the difference it makes,” I mumble, unable to help myself.
My father's eyes pierce me without any warmth.
“Can you say that again?”
Eager to avoid the conflict, I heel my carpet which moves away 

appreciably from the rest of the group in a long hiss. Father spurs his, 
blocking my way. I am forced to swerve to avoid hitting him. Behind 
his shoulder, my sisters listen to our exchange with apprehension.

“Can you repeat what you just said, Rozenn?”
“Of course," I scoff, using the most mocking voice I have in reserve. 

“I was just saying that between being caught by fluid hunters and 
marrying a Maddy prince, there's not much difference.”

My father is not a Morphe, but if he had been, I think his skin would 
have turned green at that very moment. His features harden and the 
knuckles of his fingers turn pale. I usually try to be pleasant to him and 
to muzzle my bloodthirsty temperament. But today, it’s just too much!

“For your information, I am the emir, Rozenn. This means you must 
obey me and do what I tell you. Whether you like it or not, you must 
follow my orders.”

He slaps his hand down on his carpet, which moves away as fast as 
the wind. I want to say something back, but the rage chokes me. With a 
noise of my mouth, I enjoin my carpet to follow him, quickly followed 
by my sisters. Soon, we are all flying in a cold atmosphere.

“You shouldn't have reply to him,” Odeleen reproaches me, in a 
voice so low that I hardly hear her. I can hardly hear her.

“Oh, spare me,” I'm spit out. “Tell me that you think otherwise.” 
She doesn't say anything else.
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   For several hours, I let myself be carried without thinking, 
concentrating on the air currents that make my carpet swell. Flying 
usually gives me a feeling of full enjoyment, I never tire of the 
splendid landscapes that the height offers me. Today, I am just sad 
and my father, who is standing stiff as a woodpecker does not help.
“You noticed that we didn't see the Beauty in the same way” Daire 
suddenly intervenes with an tone that is meant to be light.
   A little dazed, I raise my head towards her.
   “What are you talking about?”
   “The Beauty” she repeats patiently. “If I'm not mistaken, I heard 
Ishmer say: "But... it's me". Except that as I looked at her it was my 
own face that I saw.”
   The sinister image of Chahem's Beauty came back to me.
   “How do you explain that?” she insists.
   “It's certainly a peculiarity of ghouls," Ishmer shrugged.
  “You're wrong," my father interrupts. “Keep in mind that Chahem 
is above all a pit, a place where the first Maddy sultans threw the 
bodies of djinn who were no longer of use to them. The ghoul has 
no power in its own, except for the ability to preserve from time 
everything it touches. Limbs and organs do not rot and remain 
consumable. By ingesting them, it probably impregnates itself with 
some of the fluid of the djinns.”
   An unpleasant shiver runs down my spine, and it has nothing to 
do with the wind that's seeping through my clothes.
   “What you imply, it is that this Beauty consumed the fluid of a 
djinn who could steal the face of whoever he wanted?” concluded 
Odeleen, nauseous.
   “Rather a djinn who, when we looked at him, showed us our own 
reflection. They're called mirror djinn.”
   I've heard of them before. Among all the powers of djinns, this 
one has always intrigued me. They are Morphs who, unlike us, can 
take on the appearance of what they touch or see. The Beauty, by 
absorbing the fluid of the djinn, managed to replicate this power. 
Something I would never have believed possible.
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The fireflies are still shining on the bases when we arrive in the heart 
of the Bubble. It took us only a few hours to abolish the distance which 
separated us from the camp. 

My father sends us to wash up before telling us to come and find 
him in his quarters at sunrise. As I enter my nest, the anger that had 
subsided during the flight emerges again. Nothing has moved, my 
furniture remains as it was. Gaps in the bark allow the pale morning 
light to filter through and illuminate the well-waxed wooden floor. In 
the distance, I hear the soft murmur of the breeze playing in the 
iridescent leaves of the Bubble and the joyful sound of the djinns 
already awake.

I get rid of my clothes before washing my face with clear water. 
While putting on clean clothes, I ruminate. The efforts we have made 
have come to nothing. I am not in Amadeus, far from the threat of the 
Maddys. On the contrary, it is closer than ever. And, I won't be able to 
fight it this time. 

Father's pavilion is vast and smells of sap. When I enter it, images 
straight out of my childhood come to mind. I can't count the hours my 
sisters and I spent searching his pine library for folk stories and legends. 
When we were smaller, the three of us would curl up on the big velvet 
sofa, waiting for our father to return from his diplomatic missions. 

Already seated in a corner, Odeleen and Daire waited without 
exchanging a word. At the sight of me, Mother stands up and smothers 
me with a tender embrace, covering my face with kisses. 

“My daughter, my dear daughter. How I have missed you!”
I smile at her and feel her love flowing into me. I love my mother 

deeply. Only she, can calm the volcano inside me. 
Today, her face is worried and dark circles line her beautiful green 

eyes. But they don't detract from her breathtaking beauty.
Once the effusions are over, she lets my father move on. He 

examines me without kindness. I guess he is still angry with me for 
what I said in the air. 
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When we sit down in front of him, he doesn't bother to be polite:
“As you know, our relationship with the Dagnirs has never been a 

good one. They enslaved our ancestors before offering us relative 
freedom. Those who are not affiliated with a Caste live in fear because 
of the Facebloods who plunder them shamelessly. This is something I 
can no longer tolerate, and Sultan Maddy agrees. The only way for me 
to ensure our safety and assert our rights is to consider a lasting alliance. 
I hope you will understand why I am sending you to Pretamia...” 

I miss the air. No, he didn't say that. I certainly misheard him. Daire 
buries her face in her hands, her shoulders jerking. Odeleen draws her 
against her chest, bravely suppressing her own tears. And I... I clench 
my fists, trying to regulate my breathing, holding back this 
uncontrollable wave of revolt. My fluid roars like a burning inferno.

Mother stares at me with concern, guessing that I am about to 
explode. In a soft voice, she completes:

“We are not doing this to punish you. Your father and I understand 
your reaction, we don't blame you. You ran away because you were 
afraid of a forced marriage, but that is not what Sultan Maddy is 
proposing. He would only like you to meet his sons. If there is even the 
slightest spark between you, a marriage would sign a world of renewal, 
in which the djinn would have a full place, far from contempt and 
stalking. If we ally ourselves with the dagnirs, the threat posed by the 
Facebloods could be nothing else but a bad memory.”

“It's time to act and act well," continued Father. “My role as an emir 
is to make decisions that will have a positive impact on our people. 
Some of these decisions may not make me happy, they may seem 
terrible to you, but our security depends on an alliance with the 
Maddys. I am not forcing you to marry them, but the less you can do is 
to show good will.” 

“Running away was childish and unworthy of you. You must do 
honor to your rank. Wherever you go, your every gesture or word will 
be open to interpretation. You belong to the elite of the djinn. The 
Untouchables. The fluid in your blood cannot be drunk for dishonest 
purposes. It belongs to you and few djinn can say the same. The Sultan 
can do nothing against you, so keep your head high, my daughters.”
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“When do you want us to leave?” asks Odeleen, stroking Daire’s 
silky hair mechanically.

“The sooner the better. I have made a personal commitment to the 
Sultan to have you escorted to Pretamia. The trip will take about two 
weeks and you will use this time to review the rules of propriety, as well 
as the protocol in force on the peninsula. I am counting on your 
intelligence not to bring dishonor to the Kaplang Caste, while taking 
care of each other. For a period of three months, you will reside at the 
palace of Pretamia and get to know each of the Maddy sons. It is 
important that you make a good impression. A union with them would 
result in Untouchable children, a means for all peoples to consider a 
lasting peace treaty. Sultan Maddy also has a youngest daughter. He is 
not against the idea of Karmin or Ishmer marrying her in the near 
future. However, this is not on the agenda at the moment. I am 
counting on you. The fate of our people depends on you.”

This is too much for me. Unable to face it any longer, I leave the 
place without being invited, pretending not to hear my father who urges 
me to stay.



Chapter 6

—————————
ON THE WAY OUT

—————————
One day, I drank the fluid of an untouchable djinn.
For more than three decades, I was able to bewitch
any person just by emitting a few notes

Confessions on my deathbed,, 
Parsa Ansen, 
Opera singer

I understand the delicate position my father is in. I also understand 
that he is bound hand and foot to the invitation of Callaghan Maddy. 
How can we refuse a proposal for peace between our two peoples? It 
would be an effective way to alleviate the ordeal of the djinns, and thus 
to move towards a less arbitrary legislation. At least that is what the 
Sultan claims, with a lot of fine words and kindness. As one of our 
proverbs says so well: "Nothing is more cunning than the dagnir who 
wants to make a deal".
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What I don’t accept is that it is up to me to sacrifice myself. I have a 
sense of self-preservation. Some would say that it is more like selfishness, 
but that’s just my nature. I don’t have the greatness of Odeleen’s soul, nor 
the spontaneous impulses of Daire. At the end of Father’s speech, their 
desire to escape from an arranged marriage was a memory, a temporary 
folly. They felt they had been entrusted with an extraordinary mission, 
convinced that they are ready to save our entire people. I saw it more as an 
additional link in the chain that held me captive under the yoke of the 
dagnirs.

“Don’t make that face, little sister,” Odeleen gently lectured me, who 
enters my nest without knocking. “Everything will be fine.”

I deduce that the meeting with our parents did not drag on after my 
theatrical departure.

My eldest daughter’s usual reserve has been replaced by an air of 
confidence that I cannot explain.

“Tell me, is it the prospect of uniting with a pretentious dagnir that 
makes you happy?”

Sarcasm. It is still my only defense against what awaits me. My sister is 
turning back, stricken.

“Don’t be a child. You have to see what happens to us as … like…”
“A blessing?” I scoff, with an evil eye.
“No!” she shouts, angry. “An opportunity! I don’t trust them any more 

than you do, but if we’re smart enough, we could bring something to our 
people. This could be the perfect opportunity to get past our fear of the 
dagnirs. The djinn will thank us for it.”

“Yes, of course, they will. I, too, can’t wait to marry a brat who doesn’t 
fart higher than his…”

“Rozenn!” intervenes a stentorian voice. “Behave yourself. Being a 
princess, it starts by using the chastened language. You are not badly 
educated, you belong to the high spheres, then behave as the

etiquette requires.”
I take a quick look in my father's direction, hands on my hips. The suns 

that slip through the leaves form puddles on his silky beard, and he has put 
on his best clothes. Around him, the djinns are busy preparing the convoys, 
going in and out of the pavilions, their arms loaded with food and packages. 
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When he sees that I turn around without even taking the time to 
answer him, he grabs my elbow without the slightest gentleness.

‘And you stay there when I talk to you, young lady!’
‘Oh no!’ I say with anger. ‘I’m already very nice to let you control my 

life as you please, don’t force me to adopt an attitude of circumstances.’ 
I pull myself out of his embrace and look up into his blazing eyes. 
‘Don’t be afraid, Father. When I get to Pretamia, I’ll behave and act like 
I suppose to. In the meantime, as long as I am in the Bubble, I demand 
to be allowed to behave as I see fit.’ 

As the words come to my lips, I see his mouth open a little more. 
Despite my impulsive nature, I have always been careful never to stand 
up to him. I was content to stay in Odeleen’s shadow, while being 
Daire’s consoling shoulders. All that is over. The timid Rozenn is dead 
and buried!

One evening, I take Ishmer aside and tell him my last-minute plan. It 
was no longer a question of running away, but rather of defending 
ourselves if necessary. I have to watch my back.

‘I need your talents,’ I announce seriously.
Ishmer immediately looks worried and fidgets on his footstool.
‘I don’t know what you want from me, but I’ll tell you right now: 

this is not a good idea.
Do you know that the patrols have been doubled? If I get in your 

room when you’re about to be promised to a Maddy, I’m going to take 
the fall.’

He starts to whimper as my fist hits him in the shoulder. He 
massages it several seconds before launching ‘My father gave me a real 
speech; you have no idea! I think the next time you run away; I’ll think 
about it for two minutes beforehand instead of following you like an 
idiot.’

His little smirk contradicts his words. I am amused by it while letting 
escape a low laugh, then I turn nervously the head on the side when 
djinn steps pass a little too close to my door.

"Start by keeping your mouth shut and listen to me," I order in a 
breath. 
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I take out my cane hidden under my cloth and show it to him. 
Carved and inlaid with golden glyphs, it was given to me with my flying 
carpet when I was ten years old, as is the custom.

Once stretched out, it spontaneously adapts to my size and follows 
my movements to perfection. Ishmer’s index finger grazes the rounded 
corner.

‘Well what?’ he asks. ‘What do you want me to do with it?’
‘I know perfectly well that you have made modifications to your 

own cane.’
Even if the darkness covers us completely, I could see his face 

faded. His silence is eloquent, and he lets ten seconds pass before 
answering in a wavering voice:

‘How do you know about this?’
‘I saw you two moons ago, on our last visit to Brymeriel. You were 

showing it to Karmin.’
Even though Ishmer is an illegitimate child and Karmin is only his 

half-brother, these two share everything and are particularly close.
‘Okay, he finally gives in. I did bring an extra defense to my cane. I 

know it’s strictly forbidden, but the threat posed by the Facebloods is 
growing. I thought that if … if I added a blade to my cane, I would be 
better able to defend myself against them.

Djinns have always fought with sticks. These are retractable and can 
fit in a pocket, thanks to a very old mechanism. The sharpness of the 
metal is the weapon of the dagnirs, it has no place in our culture. By 
hiding a blade inside his cane, Ishmer has made a very big mistake. But 
it is not me who will hold it against him.

“Don’t say anything to my father, please,” he begs me, taking my 
hand in his.

I jump, a little surprised, and sketch a wild smile.
“You’re my best friend, dummy. How can you imagine I’m going to 

turn you out? No, in fact, I’d like you to do the same with mine.
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Father let us take our most beautiful and luxurious toilets with us, 
the ones we wear only during the official visits to Brymeriel. It seems 
that the Sultan of Pretamia has already planned everything for us and 
that it is useless to load the carpets too much. I don’t understand why 
there are so many convoys. Daire’s luggage was even secured like roasts 
on a giant carpet.

Afterwards, we are told that we will follow the convoy until the 
misty ocean, and that once there, we will reach Pretamia on the back of 
shadhahvars the creatures used by the dagnirs. Our belongings will be 
loaded onto a boat bound for the palace.

A few minutes before the big departure, Mother asks to speak to me. 
I already know that the farewells will be difficult. If I have not inherited 
her beautiful eyes and her distinguished attitude, she has nevertheless 
given me her extreme sensitivity to things. Seeing her cry softly makes 
me suddenly want to join her in her grief.

“Is everything all right, my daughter?” she inquired. “Are you still 
angry at us?”

Her eyebrows furrow with concern. I put my palm across her cheek, 
our way of greeting or showing affection.

“I don’t blame you, Mother. You had nothing to do with this.”
“This decision was made jointly; it is unfair that you only blame your 

father. We are both responsible. It costs us to let you go.”
I sigh. My father spoke to me in a hateful way, as if I were a 

recalcitrant child. Whereas my mother … my mother has always treated 
me as an equal. 

Reading my mind, she said: “He is not your enemy. It’s true, he can 
be extremely harsh and stubborn with you, but he thinks he’s doing the 
right thing by making decisions for you. You have no idea what awaits 
you at Sultan Maddy’s court, but he is well aware of it.

“So why does he send us there?”
It is her turn to let out a sigh. Her gaze is lost in the vague, as if she 

was thinking.



“Despite what you think, he trusts you. The situation in Pretamia is 
… chaotic. You’ll find that out

soon. There are rumors, and you are our only hope in trying to stem 
the misdeeds of the Facebloods. Against all odds, even if he doesn’t say 
it explicitly, your father is counting on the three of you to unravel all of 
this. Odeleen and her foresight, Daire and her curiosity. And you. You 
and your instincts.”

“My instinct?”
“You distrust everything and everyone, we all know for a fact that 

you will never trust these people.”
In the distance, one of the djinns gives the starting signal. My heart 

races at this announcement and I hold my mother’s hand a little tighter.
“I do not know what awaits us. What should I do?”
She gives me a pale smile.
“Just watch and be kind. Keep an eye on Daire, too. Daire, she’s the 

most fragile of you. We have asked Rakhshan to escort you and stay by 
your side during your stay.” 

I am a little surprised at this.
“Has he returned from his trip?”
“Yes, he did. If you hear anything, do not hesitate to talk to him, we 

will be informed as soon as possible.”
I nod vigorously.
“And … what about the princes?”
At the thought of the arranged marriage, a wave of disgust sweeps 

over me.
“For the princes, well, get to know them. Just because the tree is 

rotten doesn’t mean the apples that fall from it are too.”
I look at her with round eyes. What does she mean by that? A new 

call sounds further away. She presses me against her chest, clinking the 
jewels around her wrists. Her face is imbued with a forced cheerfulness.

“Go, now. And don’t forget that all my thoughts are with you.”
As she embraces my sisters in turn, giving them last-minute 

recommendations, my father detaches himself from his advisors and 
comes towards me. Putting into practice my mother’s warnings, I take 
on a look that I hope is neutral.

Awkwardly, he pats my shoulder.
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“Take care of yourself.”
His voice is a bit gruff and I just nod without saying a word. I'm as 

vindictive as they come, and it would be beyond my strength to 
apologize for my behavior.

We leave the area under hopeful cheers. My father's fine speeches 
seem to have inspired the members of the Caste as they did for my 
sisters. Everyone came out of their homes to shows the hope and wish 
us a good flight. On their faces the same emotion: an absolute 
confidence.

We were placed on the prettiest carpet of the convoy, the only one 
that follows our movements and tickles our skin at its contact. The 
second one welcomes our teacher of decorum as well as Rakhshan and 
Iqbal, our personal bodyguards. Half a dozen djinns have been 
commissioned by my father and ride on flying carpets as fast as the 
wind. Lowering my head, I watch helplessly as the Bubble moves away. 

We speed, but for a moment, I can see my mother's sad face and 
Ishmer's trembling grin. Once the forest closes in on them and all that 
remains of the Bubble are the golden leaves of the giant tree, I settle 
back into my seat.

Daire babbles continuously and Odeleen takes the time to give her 
small talk. Personally, I don't have the patience or the energy to pretend 
that I'm excited about this trip.

“And you, Roz, what do you think they will be like?”
With an absent look, I turn my head towards my youngest daughter.
“I beg your pardon?”
“The princes," she says urgently. “What do you think they'll be like?”
Odeleen gives me a look that reflects her innermost emotions. I can 

feel she wants to believe it. They need to believe that something 
positive will come out of this.

“If they've lived their whole lives in big castles built on the blood 
and bodies of the djinn, I'm guessing they're going to be pretty 
temperamental.”

. 
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I smiled inwardly as I saw the consternation painted on their faces. 
No, I don’t want to play their game, it’s beyond my strength.

“You could make an effort, though, “Odeleen says. “It’s for the 
people…”

“I could, but I don’t want to. Three days ago, you were proclaiming, 
loud and clear, that we couldn’t let ourselves be chained to unions that 
repulsive to us. And now you turn your back on me, you deny what we 
left for.”

“It’s for the people!” repeats Daire. “We can’t abandon them in such 
a bad position. You have to stop thinking only about your little self, 
Rozenn.”

She looks at me with apprehension, fearing to have offended me, 
then continues in a more muted voice: “Besides, Father assured us that 
he didn’t force us to do anything. If we feel nothing for the princes, we 
won’t be forced to marry them.”

I give her a look.
“Wake up, Daire. He said that to push us to go. Once there, the 

pressure will be such that we will have no choice but to go along with 
these fools.”

My remark seems to have hit home with my youngest daughter. She 
tilts her head to one side.

“Do you really believe that?”
“Of course, I do.”
“Think of the beautiful dresses we’ll be able to wear, “she argues, 

the pupils shining. “They will cover us with pretty things and we will be 
dressing like real princesses.”

I raise my eyes to the sky. Dresses and pretty things … thanks, but 
no thank you! If I had to choose, I would rather be an anonymous 
djinn. At least, nobody would tell me what to do and who to love.

My gaze goes to the forest below. Soon, this wall of vegetation will 
have disappeared to the benefit of the desert landscapes.

“You know,” Odeleen says at last, “Father did his best to keeping us 
away from the rumors that circulate about the djinns, but I overheard a 
conversation between two watchmen several weeks ago.”
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She seems to hesitate.
“What did you learn?”
“Well… I don’t know if it’s the truth, but they said that the life of 

the free djinn was not as idyllic as one might think. I don’t know the 
details well,” she hurried to explain, “but they suspected that Sultan 
Maddy was not finished with the slavery of the djinns. At the time, I 
thought it was a bunch of nonsense.”

I’m under shock.
“Nonsense,” says Daire, fluttering her eyelids. “Everyone knows 

that slavery was abolished almost three centuries ago. If there’s one 
thing we’ve learned, it’s that the djinn can come and go as they please. 
Some even work closely with the dagnirs. They’re just a little rarer, 
that’s all. We stay on our side and they stay on theirs. The Facebloods 
are our predators, not the subjects of Sultan Maddy.”

“We’ll see about that. I’m just telling you what I’ve heard,” say 
Odeleen.

“Father would never have sent us to Pretamia if he had had any 
suspicions about it,” Daire concluded with a shrug. “These watchmen 
don’t know what they’re talking about”.

Yet I’m not so sure. Mother’s words come back to me: “The 
situation in Pretamia is … chaotic. You’ll find out soon enough.” 
Words that I will not forget any time soon.




